Introduction

The Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan is
a Local Plan under the City Plan. This Plan contains
specific additional local planning requirements. Where
it conflicts with other requirements of the City Plan, the
Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan prevails.
In using this Plan, refer to Section 1.1—Using a Local
Plan at the front of this chapter.
Car parking rates are in accordance with City Plan.
Non–Statutory Flood Guidance Note
Parts of this neighbourhood plan area were subject to
inundation during the January 2011 flood. Brisbane
City Council has determined that flood risk, to the
extent regulated by this neighbourhood plan, has
been mitigated through the codes and guidelines in
City Plan 2000.
The Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry is
investigating the flood disaster, including a review
of the existing town planning provisions related to
flooding and flood risk mitigation.
Brisbane City Council is also undertaking separate
investigations into the flooding. The findings of
Council’s investigation and the final report of the
Commission may recommend changes to the City
Plan 2000, including this neighbourhood plan, and
the State Planning Policy.
Consequently, the provisions of this neighbourhood
plan with respect to the management of flooding and
flood risk mitigation may be subject to change at the
direction of the Queensland Government or Brisbane
City Council in the near future.
This should be taken into account by applicants and
assessment managers when considering development
in this neighbourhood plan area. Applicants are
advised to make relevant enquiries regarding the
status of the provisions relating to flooding.
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Development principles

Toowong and Auchenflower play an important role
in inner western Brisbane by providing a mix of
offices, shops and residences in a high quality urban
environment.
Toowong and Auchenflower are vibrant places and
residents, workers and visitors are provided with a
range of transport opportunities, so they can easily walk
and cycle within the area, and catch convenient public
transport to nearby destinations.
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The Brisbane River has a renewed focus within the
Neighbourhood Plan area, and residents, employees
and visitors are provided with easy access to active and
passive recreational opportunities that make the most of
this important natural asset.
Development will focus on the following principles:
2.1 The two centres of Toowong and Auchenflower
each have a distinct role and identity, with an
intensity of development, urban form and mix
of uses appropriate for that centre. These centres
provide a range of knowledge and medical–based
employment opportunities and capitalise on their
strong economic ties to Milton and St Lucia.
2.2 Development achieves a height and density
that makes efficient use of land, but does not
overburden local transport, infrastructure, public
space or community facilities. Higher density
development is located in centres and around
major public transport and in areas with high
amenity due to their proximity to major open space
or the Brisbane River. Lower density development
is located predominantly to the west of the
railway line in constrained or less accessible areas,
providing a transition to existing lower density
and character residential areas. New development
is consistent with the intended scale and character
of the relevant precinct (as indicated in Table
1—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site
Frontages—Centres and Table 2—Maximum Building
Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Residential
Areas).
2.3 A mixture of dwelling types is encouraged, to cater
for the broad lifestyle and household needs of the
community, particularly key workers, students
and short term visitors. Universal housing and
affordable housing is encouraged to cater to the
needs of existing and future residents.
2.4 New development along the River’s edge on the
former ABC site improves public River access
and provides appropriate building design through
setbacks, bulk and separation and the provision of
public open space.
2.5 The heritage value of Middenbury house is
protected and enhanced, through the retention,
refurbishment and reuse of this building.
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Renewal is focused in the two transit–oriented centres
in the Toowong Centre and Auchenflower Heart
precincts, where the greatest mixture of land uses is
contained. Taller buildings are concentrated in those
two centres around key public transport infrastructure
to promote a legible centre structure and support transit
orientated development. Outside these centres a mixture
of new and established residential areas are supported
by a network of public spaces and community facilities.
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2.6 Important views and vistas to the Brisbane River
and Mt Coot–tha, as identified on Map C—Public
Realm are retained from Sylvan Road, Toowong
Memorial Park and Middenbury.
2.7 Master planning of Catalyst Sites identified on
Map E—Catalyst Sites addresses the unique
characteristics of these sites. Master plans ensure
that development achieves integration with
adjoining and surrounding land, creates an
attractive public realm and urban environment,
provides urban spaces and retains and reuses on-site
heritage structures.
2.8 Sherwood Road functions as a “Main Street”,
where ground floor retail and commercial activities
occur during the day and night. This street forms
an important east–west connection to the River
and is enhanced by the provision of a high quality
streetscape and new public space that acts as a
focal point for pedestrian–oriented activities.
Development addressing Sherwood Road is of a
larger scale that reflects its central location, while
creating a pleasant pedestrian environment.
2.9 Streets function as pedestrian places. Development
maintains a human–scale at the street level
and promotes activation of the street through
appropriate location of uses and building design.
On major roads, new development contributes to
an enhanced pedestrian environment.

2.11 Development encourages walking, cycling and
public transport as attractive options for daily travel
for residents, employees and visitors and improves
pedestrian/cycle connections to key destinations.
2.12 Open space is a key asset, supporting a healthy
lifestyle and community interaction. Development
contributes to the creation of new public spaces
and improves existing public spaces, ensuring
casual surveillance, providing new pedestrian
connections and where possible, integration with
and direct access to open space.
3
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2.10 Development enhances the public realm and
pedestrian and cycle movement with a network
of urban commons, cross–block links and plazas,
e.g. predominantly hard surfaced open space used
by the general public.

Precincts

Refer to Map A—Precincts.
3.1

Toowong Centre Precinct

The Toowong Centre precinct is the social and
economic heart of Toowong.
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The Toowong Centre has a vital role as a major
employment and activity centre for inner western
Brisbane. The precinct contains a range of knowledge–
based employment opportunities and takes full advantage
of its strong economic ties to the CBD and surrounding
suburbs of Auchenflower, St Lucia and Indooroopilly,
while complementing the role of these centres.
The greatest intensity and mix of land uses in the
Neighbourhood Plan area is located in the Toowong
Centre, to provide a focal point for retail, commercial
and social activities. A variety of residential uses also
exists in the centre, to take advantage of the area’s
proximity to public transport and the amenity provided
by new public open space and the Brisbane River.
Sherwood Road serves a “Main Street” function,
where the majority of retail, community and lifestyle
uses are located. Sherwood Road accommodates the
tallest buildings in the precinct, to improve legibility
and reinforce the primacy of this centre and its role as
a transit–oriented centre.
High Street is the focus for non–residential development,
accommodating a mixture of retail and commercial
development at ground level and providing a high
quality pedestrian experience.
An urban common at the intersection of High Street and
Sherwood Road provides a distinctive and recognisable
social hub for Toowong. Development fronting the
urban common provides ground level activation and
high quality design. Activation of Toowong Village
frontages and terrace areas with retail, outdoor dining
and after hours uses is particularly encouraged. The
urban common also provides a public forecourt to the
Toowong Railway Station.
Development in this precinct extends to and engages
with the River, while providing public spaces that are
linked to the remainder of the precinct by high quality
streets and pedestrian connections.
Development on sites adjoining the Brisbane River
ensures that public river access is provided, and buildings
adjoining riverfront public spaces include a lively
blend of retail, commercial, residential and community
oriented uses.
Public transport is easily accessible and is the preferred
method of travelling to and from the Toowong Centre.
Development promotes pedestrian movement to and
from public transport and centres.
A new pedestrian connection supported by active
building frontages is created between Sherwood Road
and High Street as identified on Map C—Public Realm.
Improved pedestrian connections are also provided
between Sherwood Road and Lissner Street, and
Jephson Street and High Street.
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This precinct forms the primary residential catchment
to the Toowong Centre, and contains medium to high
density residential uses that are suited to the diverse
Toowong community.
Buildings in the Toowong Residential precinct are well
designed and act as a transition from the high intensity
development in the Toowong Centre, to the lower
scale residential uses immediately to the south and west.
3.3

Memorial Park Precinct

The focal point for this precinct is Toowong Memorial
Park, which provides active and passive recreational
opportunities for residents, workers and visitors. Future
expansion of sporting facilities in Toowong Memorial
Park is supported, to provide for the needs of the
growing population.
Well designed medium density housing is oriented
toward and activates the park. Some non–residential
uses are supported at the ground level of new buildings
along Sylvan Road.
Future residential development may occur on the site
of the Holy Spirit Church on Harriett Street, at a scale
commensurate with buildings on adjoining land in
Ridley Street.
Streets and pedestrian walkways within the precinct
provide high quality linkages between the Park, other
open spaces, the Toowong Centre and surrounding
residential areas to the north, east and west. An easily
accessible pedestrian path within Toowong Memorial
Park connects to the Toowong and Auchenflower
Centres, and park embellishments provide greater
activation and increase the use of this space.
3.4

Regatta Riverside Precinct

The Regatta Riverside Precinct is situated between the
Toowong and Auchenflower railway stations and has
Brisbane River frontage. The northern portion of the
precinct contains high density residential buildings that
maintain view corridors to the River and include active
street frontages. Non–residential uses are located to the
south of Sylvan Road.
Development in the Regatta Riverside precinct takes
advantage of the amenity provided by the Brisbane
River, Moorlands Park and its convenient access to
public transport and the Bicentennial Bikeway.
The Regatta Hotel is a key landmark in this precinct,
and a major historical and entertainment venue in the
Neighbourhood Plan area.
The Regatta Riverside precinct also provides important
pedestrian and cycle linkages between the Auchenflower
Heart and Toowong Centre precincts.
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3.5

Auchenflower Heart Precinct

The Auchenflower Heart precinct includes a mixture of
health, residential, retail and commercial uses.
A new centre with a neighbourhood and employment
function is provided around Auchenflower Station and
along Ridley Street, which is supported by improved
street environments on Ridley and Chasely Streets
and Lang Parade. The existing centre on Milton
Road between Ridley and Grimes Street has more
of a commercial focus, with people–oriented uses
being concentrated along Ridley Street and around
Auchenflower Station.
The new centre is established primarily as a key health
and education cluster and is a focus for public life. Uses
in this centre also include short term accommodation,
cafes, restaurants, convenience retail and commercial
opportunities that activate the street and service the local
community and Wesley Hospital workers and visitors.
The greatest intensity in building height and density
in this precinct is on land adjoining or opposite the
railway line, to reinforce the primacy of the centre and
maximise public transport opportunities for residents,
workers and visitors.
In this precinct there is an opportunity to provide a
new pedestrian, cyclist and potentially bus connection
across the railway line adjacent to Auchenflower Station.
Upgrades could allow for improved access to public
plazas.
The Wesley Hospital continues to be the major
employment generator for Auchenflower. Future
medical activities are appropriate in the adjoining centre.
New development at the Wesley Hospital results
in an improved frontage to Auchenflower Station,
Moorlands Park, Land Street and Coronation Drive,
along with improved pedestrian and cycle access, safety
and amenity.
3.6

Dunmore Residential Precinct

The Dunmore Residential precinct is a diverse residential
environment. Some ground level non–residential uses
are supported along Lang Parade to activate Dunmore
Park and complement commercial uses to the north and
in the Auchenflower Centre.
High density residential uses are concentrated on the
eastern side of the railway line to take advantage of
the amenity provided by the Brisbane River, and the
proximity to high frequency public transport.
Residential uses west of the railway line are of a lower
density to reflect the character values of the area, and
remain consistent with the surrounding built form along
Aldridge, Hobbs and Challinor Streets.
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Toowong Residential Precinct
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Level of Assessment

The following tables contain exceptions to the level
of assessment, overriding the levels of assessment in
Chapter 3. A preliminary approval may change the level
of assessment identified in these tables.
4.1

Where in a Multi Purpose Centre

Code Assessment
1.

The trigger for assessment in the level of assessment
tables is material change of use and/or building work
(associated with a use or structure specified in the level
of assessment tables) unless otherwise specified.

Applicable Codes

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Activities (except Display and Sales
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Activities, Garden Centre, Industry where
Design Code
identified in Schedule 1 or 2, Nightclub or
Service Station) where involving building work
and:
• complying with the maximum building
heights in Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Centres
• in the Auchenflower Heart Precinct, where
involving a shop not greater than 1,000m2

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.
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2.

3.

4.2

Centre Activities (except Display and Sales
Activities, Garden Centre, Industry where
identified in Schedule 1 or 2, Nightclub or
Service Station) involving building work and
where not complying with the maximum
building heights in Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Centres
Centre Activities where Display and Sales
Activities, Garden Centre, Industry where
identified in Schedule 1 or 2, Nightclub or
Service Station
Centre Activities where involving a shop
greater than 1,000m2 in the Auchenflower
Heart Precinct

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code

Where in a Special Purpose Centre 1—Major hospital and medical facility

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Industry where:
• For scientific or technological research
related to medical services
• Not identified in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Amenity and Performance Code, Centre
Design Code and Industrial Amenity and Performance
Code

2.

Office

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code

3.

Education purposes

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code,
Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code
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4.3

Where in a Low–medium Density Residential Area

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code
and Residential Design—Low Density, Character and
Low–medium Density Code

Multi–unit dwelling where complying with
the maximum building heights in Table 2—
Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site
Frontages—Residential Areas

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Generally inappropriate
1.

4.4

Multi–unit dwelling where not complying
with the maximum building heights in Table
2—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site
Frontages—Residential Areas

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code
and Residential Design—Low Density, Character and
Low–medium Density Code

Where in a Medium Density or High Density Residential Area

Code Assessment

Applicable Codes

1.

Multi–unit dwelling where complying with
the maximum building heights in Table 2—
Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site
Frontages—Residential Areas

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code
and Relevant Residential Design Code

2.

Office, Restaurant or Shop, where less
than 250m2 and where fronting Sylvan Road,
Ridley Street, Chasely Street or Lang Parade

Centre Amenity and Performance Code and Centre
Design Code

3.

Short Term Accommodation where
fronting Jephson Street or Lissner Street, and
complying with the maximum building heights
in Table 2—Maximum Building Heights and
Minimum Site Frontages—Residential Areas

Short Term Accommodation Code

Impact Assessment

Relevant Codes

Multi–unit dwelling where not complying
with the maximum building heights in Table
2—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site
Frontages—Residential Areas

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan Code
and Relevant Residential Design Code
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5

Toowong Auchenflower
Neighbourhood Plan Code

This Code provides additional and/or alternative
Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions to the
generic Codes in Chapter 5. Where directly varying
with a Code in Chapter 5, the Performance Criteria and
Acceptable Solutions in this Neighbourhood Plan Code
take precedence. All remaining Performance Criteria
and Acceptable Solutions of the Codes in Chapter 5
will continue to apply.
The purpose of this Code is to ensure development in the
Plan area is consistent with the Development Principles
and the Precinct Intents of this Neighbourhood Plan.

5.2

5.1

Definitions

In this Local Plan, the following definitions apply in
addition to those contained in Chapter 3, Section 10.
Main Street: the primary business street in a centre that
is the focal point for retail and everyday services such
as banks. Main Streets allow for pedestrian priority in a
low speed vehicular environment.
Tower Site Cover: the proportion of the site (expressed
as a percentage) covered by the tower component of
buildings measured to the outermost projections.
Urban Common: a publicly accessible space that is
predominantly open to the sky and provides a high
standard of amenity.

Performance Criteria and Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

Built Form—Overall
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P1

Development is of a height, scale and design
that:
• is consistent with the intended height, bulk
and character of the relevant precinct (as
indicated in Table 1—Maximum Building
Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Centres
and Table 2—Maximum Building Heights and
Minimum Site Frontages—Residential Areas)
• does not result in a density that would
place disproportionate pressure on transport
infrastructure, public space or community
facilities
• is consistent with the intended scale and
character of the precinct and streetscape
• is commensurate with the size of the lot
• enables existing and future buildings to be
well separated from each other to allow
light penetration, air circulation and privacy
• does not prejudice the development of
adjoining sites
• does not create overbearing development
by restricting access to daylight, breezes
and privacy for neighbouring dwellings and
their open space
• creates a consistent and cohesive streetscape
• protects significant views and vistas towards
Mt Coot–tha, the Brisbane River and
Middenbury House
The site size and frontage is adequate to ensure
that vehicular access and servicing infrastructure
and car parking does not visually dominate the
streetscape or detract from the creation of an
enjoyable and safe pedestrian environment
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A1.1

The maximum building height and
minimum site frontage complies with Table
1—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum
Site Frontages—Centres or Table 2—Maximum
Building Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—
Residential Areas

A1.2

Building setbacks are in accordance with
Table 3—Minimum Building Setbacks

A1.3

The maximum horizontal dimension of any
tower is 40m

A1.4

The maximum tower site cover is 50%

A1.5

The maximum podium height is:
• 4 storeys in centres
• 3 storeys in residential areas

A1.6

Building siting, configuration and design
retains the significant views of Mt Coot–tha
or the Brisbane River as identified on Map
C—Public Realm

A1.7

Where a site in a Multi Purpose Centre,
High or Medium Density Residential Area
adjoins a Low–medium Density Area:
• building height is no more than 3 storeys
within 10m of the common property
boundary
• all development is set back a minimum of
3m from the common boundaries
Refer to Figure a
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions

A2.1
The design of development must actively
contribute to a vibrant and safe streetscape
Development provides a highly active frontage
with a high proportion of openings and
windows that support their functioning as
streets with:
• high levels of on–street activity
• pedestrian movement and strong integration
between the footpath and adjoining ground
level spaces
• seamless integration between indoor and
outdoor spaces
Building design results in sensitive massing and
articulation that creates a human scale
A safe and enjoyable pedestrian environment
is created to minimise the interruption of
vehicular crossovers and entries

Development includes:
• balconies, living areas, entries and
windows that overlook streets, cross–
block links or spaces as illustrated in
Figure c
• building facade articulation including:
–– frequent openings and small foyers at
ground level
–– windows and doors that open into
activities
–– display windows or showcases
–– rich architectural detailing
–– sun protection devices
• ground floor pedestrian entries that are
clearly visible from the public realm
• a vertical mix of land uses
• lighting of publicly accessible areas

A2.2

Where fronting Sherwood Road,
development is occupied for a minimum
of 75% of the ground floor frontage by
tenancies that are suitable for shops or other
highly active uses

A2.3

Where fronting a street indicated as a City
Street Major with Secondary Activation on
Map D—Streetscape Hierarchy, or a Cross–
block link zone as indicated on Map C—
Public Realm, development is occupied for
a minimum of 40% of the ground floor
frontage by tenancies that are suitable for
shops or other highly active uses or units that
are directly accessible from the street

P3

Centre precincts provide a balanced mix of
residential and non–residential uses and include
a significant component of non–residential
centre activities to maximise transit oriented
development outcomes

A3

A maximum of 80% of the floor space of
individual buildings is occupied by residential
uses

P4

The ground and podium levels of buildings
exhibit a fine–grain building rhythm and
architectural interest with variations in
horizontal and vertical profile

A4

Ground and podium levels of buildings
incorporate:
• balconies orientated to the street
• distinctive elements within the facade
• elements of a finer scale than the main
structural framing

A5.1

The building form and facade addresses the
street and provides balconies overlooking the
street, in accordance with Figure d

A5.2

Residential buildings deliver direct entry
from the street to ground level units

Where in a residential area
P5

New residential development makes a positive
contribution to the local area and addresses the
issues of noise, privacy, height, orientation,
views, shade and security through high quality
design. The design of development actively
contributes to the streetscape and provides a
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Where in a Centre

Performance Criteria

P6

Acceptable Solutions

high level of amenity for both residents and
pedestrians

A5.3

Ground floor pedestrian entries are clearly
visible from the street

Development incorporates deep planting that:
• is open to the sky with access to light
and rainfall and into the natural ground
(enabling unimpeded access of the roots of
trees to the sub soil stratum)
• is planted with large subtropical tree species
that are complementary in scale and height
to the built form
• balances hardstand areas and provides shade
and informal recreation spaces that are
accessible to all residents

A6.1

The front building setback is occupied by
deep planting for a minimum of 80% of the
property boundary, with a minimum width
of 3m, in accordance with Figure d

A6.2

Building and basement footprints allow a
minimum of 10% of the site area, with a
minimum dimension of 3m, to be provided
for deep planting

A6.3

Tree species capable of growing to a canopy
diameter of 8m and a minimum height of
10m are provided within deep planting areas

A6.4

Informal recreation spaces are directly
accessible from building tenancies or the
street frontage

Signature sites
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P7

Signature buildings on Signature Sites indicated A7
on Map C—Public Realm present architectural
excellence through design, treatment and
articulation
Design reinforces the sense of arrival at key
corners and gateways and provides a landmark
definition of the corner through its building
form, expression, silhouette, scale, materials and
landscaping, while maintaining the prominence
of nearby heritage and character buildings
and, where applicable a desired “Main Street”
character
Signature Sites incorporate public art that
is integrated with the development’s design
response to the public realm
Refer to Figure b
Note: Council’s Independent Design Advisory
Panel may be invited to provide advice on proposals
in accordance with the provisions of the Independent
Design Advisory Panel Planning Scheme Policy

No Acceptable Solution is prescribed
The Centres Detail Design Manual provides
information to assist in conceptualising artwork
that is sited and designed in a contextually
responsive manner

Streetscape and activation
P8

Development creates a consistent urban
streetscape
Development provides a high quality
streetscape with a strong pedestrian focus
through landscape and footpath works that are
consistent with the desired role and function
of each street indicated in the Streetscape
Hierarchy and reinforce the distinctive
character and identity of each precinct within
the Neighbourhood Plan area
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A8.1

Frontages to a Subtropical Boulevard, City
Street, or Neighbourhood Street as shown
on Map D—Streetscape Hierarchy provide a
public footpath via a linear land dedication
in accordance with the Centres Detail
Design Manual to create a new minimum
footpath width of:
• Subtropical Boulevard, City Street
Major—5m
• City Street Minor and Neighbourhood
Street Major—3.75m
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A8.2

Development provides street trees, furniture,
lighting, footpath and kerb treatments
in accordance with the Centres Detail
Design Manual

A8.3

In centres, awnings are provided over the
footpath of streets and where buildings face
cross–block links, in accordance with the
Centres Detail Design Manual

Transport, carparking, access and servicing
P9

Vehicle entrances, servicing and carparking
A9.1
is designed and located to ensure a seamless
A9.2
integration into the development, provide
passive surveillance and so as not to dominate
the street environment. Pedestrian movement,
comfort and safety is maximised in areas of high A9.3
pedestrian usage by reducing pedestrian and
vehicular conflict
A9.4

Car parking areas are located underground
Vehicular access is not provided from a
principal frontage where alternative access
can be provided
Only one vehicle access point is provided to
each site
Where in a centre, vehicle access points are
not located within 30m of another. Shared
vehicle access points are utilised where
possible, particularly for buildings fronting
Sherwood Road

A9.5

Where in a residential area, vehicle entrances
are no wider than 5.5m and no higher than
3.5m

A9.6

Driveway crossovers maintain the integrity,
quality and primacy of footpaths

Additional open space (in the form of an
urban common) is provided centrally within
the Toowong Centre Precinct to provide for
a dedicated urban space for public activities.
Urban commons are publicly accessible
recreational spaces that provide a high standard
of amenity and include shade trees, lighting,
shelter, seating and public art. These spaces are
predominantly open to the sky and are focused
on informal public use, with only limited
formal activities such as outdoor dining. Urban
commons have a strong street presence that
signifies that the space is publicly accessible,
and incorporate equitable access and crime
prevention through environmental design
principles

A10.1

An urban common is provided as shown on
Map C—Public Realm

A10.2

The design of the urban common creates a
recreational space that incorporates all of the
relevant acceptable solutions identified in
Table 4—Public Space Acceptable Solutions

A10.3

Any upgrade to the Toowong Railway
Station includes direct access from the urban
common

A10.4

Redevelopment of the Toowong Village
frontages and terrace areas includes retail,
outdoor dining and after hours uses that
provide direct interaction with the urban
common

Development creates an integrated and
continuous pedestrian and cyclist network that
facilitates logical and direct access to activity
centres, public transport facilities and public
open spaces. Cross–block links have a strong
street presence that signifies that they are
publicly accessible

A11.1

The existing informal cross-block link
between Sherwood Road and Lissner Street,
as indicated on Map C—Public Realm, is
retained as part of any redevelopment of this
site

P11
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Where in the Toowong Centre Precinct
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Performance Criteria

Acceptable Solutions
A11.2

New cross–block links are provided on
development sites that include land within
the cross-block link zone (as indicated
on Map C—Public Realm) where the
development site spans the two streets to be
connected

A11.3

The design of cross–block links incorporates
all of the relevant acceptable solutions
identified in Table 4—Public Space Acceptable
Solutions and is in accordance with the
Centres Detail Design Manual

P12

Redevelopment of the Woolworths site as
shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites:
• creates a high quality, high density mixed
use development in the heart of the centre
• establishes a continuous public realm at
the ground level including a public plaza
and cross–block links, that provide optimal
pedestrian legibility, permeability and
activation and are clearly identifiable from
the street
• reinforces Sherwood Road as the “Main
Street” of the Toowong Centre where
pedestrian movement is a priority
• contributes to an active and vibrant place
that adds to the fine grain character of the
“Main Street”
• provides vehicular access to the site that is
efficient and does not dominate the street

A12

A master plan is prepared for new
development on the Woolworths site
as shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites, that
demonstrates:
• location of taller buildings on the
Sherwood Road or High Street frontage,
with building height stepping down
towards Jephson Street
• provision of a privately provided publicly
accessible plaza space on High Street
of a minimum 1,500m2 in area that
incorporates all of the relevant acceptable
solutions identified in Table 4—Public
Space Acceptable Solutions
• provision of cross–block links to connect
High Street and Sherwood Road that
incorporate all of the relevant acceptable
solutions identified in Table 4—Public
Space Acceptable Solutions
• inclusion of active uses on the ground
levels of buildings fronting public spaces,
Sherwood Road and High Street
• vehicular access to and movement
through the site in a manner that does
not dominate the Sherwood Road and
High Street frontages and allows for free
pedestrian flow
• provision of a bus stop and layover on
the High Street frontage
• the ability to integrate with future
development on adjoining sites to the
south and west

P13

A13
Redevelopment of the former ABC site as
shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites:
• enhances the pedestrian experience with
high quality building design, streetscape and
waterfront amenities providing a direct and
tangible linkage between Toowong and the
River
• provides a new public space with supportive
uses to encourage activity on and
occupation of the river’s edge

A master plan is prepared for new
development on the former ABC site
as shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites, that
demonstrates:
• provision of a riverside open space area of
a minimum of 3,000m2 in area and with
a minimum Brisbane River frontage of
40m that incorporates all of the relevant
acceptable solutions identified in Table
4—Public Space Acceptable Solutions
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Performance Criteria
•

•
•

Acceptable Solutions
•

maintains the natural quality of the
waterfront experience for access by the
general public
reflects the local culture and heritage of
Middenbury House
provides a cross–block link between
Coronation Drive and Archer Street

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

retention and reuse of Middenbury
House and retention of the heritage listed
figs on Coronation Drive
retention of views to the Brisbane River
as indicated on Map C—Public Realm
public access to the entire Brisbane River
frontage for a minimum width of 12m
provision of a cross–block link to connect
to Coronation Drive at Booth Street
from Archer Street that incorporates
all of the relevant acceptable solutions
identified in Table 4—Public Space
Acceptable Solutions
activation of the ground floors of
buildings fronting public spaces
provision of vehicular access to the site
that is shared with pedestrian spaces
provision of a maximum of one vehicular
access to the site from Coronation Drive
extension of the Bicentennial Bikeway
through the site to connect with Archer
Street

A14
Development on the Wesley Hospital site as
shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites:
• focuses taller buildings adjacent to
Auchenflower Station and on the corner of
Coronation Drive and Chasely Street
• is orientated toward the Railway Station,
Chasely Street and Moorlands Park
• provides for pedestrian and cycle movement
between Auchenflower Station and
Moorlands Park

A master plan is prepared for new
development on the Wesley Hospital site
as shown on Map E—Catalyst Sites, that
demonstrates:
• the location of signature buildings on
the corners of Chasely Street and Lang
Parade and Coronation Drive and
Chasely Street
• orientation of buildings towards Chasely
Street, Coronation Drive, Auchenflower
Station, Moorlands Park and the
Auchenflower centre
• additional pedestrian access points from
Chasely Street, Auchenflower Station and
Coronation Drive
• pedestrian and cycle links through the
site between Auchenflower Station and
Moorlands Park

Where in the Dunmore Residential Precinct
P15

Retail activities provide a local and
convenience service function and do not
encourage patronage via private vehicles from
persons living or working outside the precinct
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A15

Floor space for non–residential uses on each
individual site does not exceed 250m2
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Where in the Auchenflower Heart Precinct

Table 1—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Centres
Site Area
Where up to 1,000m2

Minimum site frontage(1)

Maximum overall building height

n/a

3 storeys

Where in Sub–precinct 1a and fronting Sherwood Road
1,000m2 to 1,200m2

(2)

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,200m to 1,500m

27m

12 storeys

Greater than 1,500m2

36m

25 storeys

2

2

Where in Sub–precinct 1b and fronting Lissner Street, High Street or Jephson Street(2)
1,000m2 to 1,200m2

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,200m to 1,500m

27m

12 storeys

Greater than 1,500m

36m

20 storeys

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,200m to 1,500m

27m

8 storeys

Greater than 1,500m where in Sub–
precinct 5a

36m

12 storeys

Greater than 1,500m2 where in Sub–
precinct 1c

36m

15 storeys

20m

4 storeys

27m

6 storeys

n/a

10 storeys

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,200m to 1,500m

27m

8 storeys

Greater than 1,500m2

36m

10 storeys

2

2

2

Where in Sub–precinct 1c or 5a(2)
1,000m2 to 1,200m2
2

2

2

Where in Sub–precinct 5b(2)
1,000m2 to 1,200m2
Greater than 1,200m

2

Where in Sub–precinct 5c

(2)

Any site area
Where in Sub–precinct 4a

(2)

1,000m2 to 1,200m2
2

(1)

Minimum site frontage is not a trigger for level of assessment

(2)

As indicated on Map B—Sub–precincts
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Table 2—Maximum Building Heights and Minimum Site Frontages—Residential Areas
Site Area

Minimum site frontage(1)

Maximum overall building height

Where in a Low–medium Density Residential Area
Any site area

n/a

3 storeys

Where up to 1,000m2

n/a

3 storeys

Greater than 1,000m2 and where
on Bennett Street, Bayliss Street or
McIlwraith Street

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,000m2 in all other
Medium Density Residential Areas

27m

8 storeys

Where in a Medium Density Residential Area

Where in a High Density Residential Area
n/a

3 storeys

2

Greater than 1,000m to 1,200m

20m

5 storeys

Greater than 1,200m2 to 1,500m2

27m

8 storeys

Greater than 1,500m2 in all other
High Density Residential Areas

36m

10 storeys

Greater than 1,500m2 where on
Coronation Drive, Benson Street or
Glen Road

36m

15 storeys

Where up to 1,000m2
2

(1)

Minimum site frontage does not trigger level of assessment

Table 3—Minimum Building Setbacks(1)
Level

Minimum front setback(2)

Minimum side setback

Minimum rear setback

Podium

0m

0m (5m if the windows of habitable
rooms are oriented towards the
boundary)

• 3m for non–residential
• 8m for residential

Tower

5m

• 5m (8m if the windows of
habitable rooms are oriented
towards the boundary)
• 10m where adjoining a Low–
medium Density Residential Area

10m

3m (5m if the windows of habitable
rooms are oriented towards the
boundary)

8m

• 5m (8m if the windows of
habitable rooms are oriented
towards the boundary)
• 10m where adjoining a Low–
medium Density Residential Area

10m

Podium

• 0m for non–residential
• 3m for residential

Tower

5m

(1)

Setbacks on Catalyst Sites as identified on Map E—Catalyst Sites are to be determined through a master planning process

(2)

In addition to any footpath widenings
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Centres

Table 4—Public Space Acceptable Solutions
Acceptable Solutions
Minimum area of 3,000m2

Urban
Commons

Plazas

T

Riverside
open space

T
T

Minimum area of 1,500m

2

Creates a 24 hour publicly accessible space
with equitable access, that incorporates crime
prevention through environmental design
principles to maximise safety(1)

T

T

T

T

Provides deep planted shade trees, lighting,
shelter and furniture, including informal seating
areas(2)

T

T

T

T

Incorporates a minimum corridor width of 6m,
including a minimum unobstructed pavement
width of 3m that is suitable for pedestrians and
cyclists

T

Incorporates a minimum frontage to the street
and minimum width throughout of 20m

T

T

T

A minimum 80% open to the sky

T

T

T

Bounded by active uses with ground levels that
address the space and provide opportunities for
social interaction

T

T

T

Is highly visible and accessible from surrounding
streets and/or cross–block links

T

T

T

May include areas dedicated to outdoor dining or
similar, but retains a minimum of 80% of the area
for informal public use

T

T

T

Provides secure infrastructure to promote events,
including lockable storage and water and power
facilities in accordance with the specifications of
the Centres Detail Design Manual

T

Includes public art installations in accordance
with the specifications of the Centres Detail Design
Manual(2)

T

T

T

T

T

Relevant Acceptable Solution

(1)

Refer to the Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Planning Scheme Policy

(2)

Not applicable in all Cross–Block Links

T

T

Chapter 4: Local Plans
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Cross–block
Links
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3 storeys
within 10m

property
boundary

Toowong Auchenflower Neighbourhood Plan

Low density residential interface
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Figure a

Figure b Examples of landmark building treatments
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tower setback from
street frontage

balconies and active
uses are oriented
towards the street

3m
post dedication
property boundary

deep planting setback

post dedication
property boundary

3m

deep planting setback

Figure d Neighbourhood street major cross section
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Figure c City street major street interface
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Map A: Precincts
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Map C: Public Realm
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Map D: Streetscape Hierarchy
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Map E: Catalyst Sites
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